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INTRODUCTION 
IN this paper we are interested in one type of (local) complex surface singularities 
(nonisolated in general, (2.4.3) ex. 2) the investigation of which is due essentially to Lipman 
[20]. Let F be the surface in an open set in C3 defined by the vanishing of a holomorphic 
function in three variables. Assume that the origin 0 is a singular (nonsmooth) point of F. If 
there is a projection of F to a complex plane so that the discriminant (branch) curve has a 
smooth point at the image of 0, then F is equisingular at 0 (along the preimage of the 
discriminant curve) [27]. 
The surface singularities that we are interested in are those which are next in order of 
complexity, namely those whose images in some (local) projections are ordinary double 
points of the discriminant curves. Such singularities are said to be quasi-ordinary or Jungian 
(2.1). See [21] for an introduction to the quasi-ordinary singularities and a summary of the 
fundamental work [20]. 
Quasi-ordinary singularities are amenable to detailed analysis since they can be 
“parametrized” by fractional power series in two variables [19, p. 2071, [Z], which are called 
the parametrizations of the singularities (cf. the irreducible plane curve singularities can 
always be parametrized by fractional power (Puiseux) series in one variable). From a suitably 
normalized parametrization of a quasi-ordinary singularity one can single out (in the same 
way one obtains the characteristic pairs of plane curves) some exponents. called the 
distinguished pairs, which are shown in [20] to depend only on the analytic type 
( = isomorphism type of the analytic local ring) of the singularity. Moreover, like the 
characteristic pairs for plane curves, the distinguished pairs determine quite a lot of geometry 
of the singularity [21, p. 1631. 
The main result of this paper is that the distinguished pairs of (F, 0) depend only on the 
topological type of (C3, F) at 0. In other words, the local topology of a quasi-ordinary 
singularity determines its distinguished pairs. Since the distinguished pairs determine the 
local topology (2.2.3), it follows that topo!ogically the quasi-ordinary singulariries are 
completely classified by rheir disringuished pairs (2.2.4). 
As a corollary, the question of Zariski about the topological invariance of multiplicity is 
answered affirmatively for quasi-ordinary singularities (2.2.5). Another consequence of the 
main result is that the local topology determines the Zariski tangent cone (up to isomorphism) 
(2.2.5)-ii, this answers a question of L(LTeissier [ 18, p. 107]in the quasi-ordinary case. 
The following question may be of some interest to topologists: 
Question (Lipman [ZO, p. 1683). Is there an explicit topological interpretation of the 
distinguished pairs, as one has via compound torus knots for the characteristic pairs of plane 
curves? 
The main result: “local topology determines the distinguished pairs (2.2.1)” will be proved 
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by showing that the distinguished pairs can be determined from some topological 
informations of the singularity. The starting point is the singular locus which can be described 
quite explicitly (2.8). This is useful for our purpose because the singular locus is preserved 
under homeomorphisms (A.5). 
Next we consider the plane curve (reducible in general) which is the intersection of the 
surface with a plane which is transversal to the singular locus at a non-origin (singular) point 
(2.6). (2.7). Since the surface is equisingular (hence topologically trivial) along the singular 
locus with the exception of the origin (2X.4), the algebro-geometric informations of the 
transversal sections (their characteristic pairs, the number of irreducible components, the 
intersection multiplicities among the irreducible components) are in fact ropological 
informations ($4). These informations together with the first integral homology group of the 
“link” of the singularity (93) are the ingredients needed to determine the distinguished pairs 
(95). 
Many considerations in this paper have their algebraic avatar in [20]. I would like to 
express my gratitude to Professor Lipman for his encouragement, helpful advice and 
comments throughout the working of this paper. I also would like to thank Professor Le for 
suggesting the use of transversal information (along the singular locus) and Professor 
Shaneson for helpful discussions. I also appreciate the help of referee for pointing out some 
errors. 
Notation and convention 
(0.1) z = integers, N = positive integers , R = real numbers, @ = complex numbers. * always 
Ez. C [x] = polynomial ring (over @) in x = (xt , . . . , x,).@(s) = quotient field ofC [x]. 
C(x) (resp.@[xa)= ring of convergent (resp. formal) power series over C. 
(0.2) For an indexed set ( CzJIs, we write (C,) or (C,:r~l ) for the collection of the C:s, and 
{C,> = {C,:CCEI 1 for the sef of all different C:s. 
(0.3) All analytical (sub)varieties are reduced. All intersections are set theoretic. 
(0.4) We shall deal with rational powers of complex numbers. For C 32 = reie (I 2 0,O < 0 
< 2X), Z1ik will stand for rllkexp (ie/k). Since (z”‘)~ = (zljdk)dh for d,h,keN, we can 
define z’ = (z”‘)~ if i = h/k. We have zLl. .& = i 1+~2 Thus ifcl (x), <2(~)~Q)[~1’“] are . 
fractional polynomials, then cl (z) . iz (2) = Cl i2 (z). In particular, (z) = 0 im- 
plies ii(Z) = 0 for some i. Finally, by & At we shall mean ~(~1 ‘1): This is relevant 
because, in general, (z~I)~z 7 #li2). (However, ifi.*EN, then (zi-l)rl = ~(~1~2). This is used 
in (2.7.2).) 
$1. PLANE CURVE SINGULARITIES. 
A plane curve singularity is given locally by a convergent power series equationf (t,z) = 0. 
We assume that f (0,O) = 0 and f (f,z) is irreducible in @ ( r,z ). It has been known since 
Puiseux that there is a convergent fractional power series < = H (t”“) (for some H (t)d ( t ) 
andn~~)sothatf(t,H(t1i”))=O(aselementsina)(t’~”))providedf(O,z)~0,seee.g.[17, 
p. 1373. Moreover the roots off(t, Z ) = Oare just the conjugates of <:H (~r”~), where w is an 
n-th root of unity. 
In this section we make these precise and discuss the characteristic pairs of a plane curve 
singularity, see (1 .l), (1.2). In (1.3) and (1.4), for two plane curves whose Puiseux expansions 
have the same exponents, we compute their intersection multiplicity in terms of their 
characteristic pairs. The main results of this section are propositions (1.2.4) and (1.4.2). 
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In the following we consider only fracticnal polynomials in f (this will suffice for latter 
applications). 
(1.1) Consider the cyclic field extension c(t) c C(f”‘). Let zk be the generator of the 
Galois group Gal[C(r’!‘)jC(t)] which maps t”’ to wkt’!k (LL)k = eXp(2nilk)). If t’&(rl’k] 
then it is easy to check that (xL)p (r”) = ((L)~)~~~ ’ r and rk(t”) = rK(r”) ifkll( (meaningkdivides 
K). 
NOW let ;(t) = Za,t”‘(l 5 i I s) with 0 + a,eC, 0 < i., < &, 1 EC? (N.B. we allow rep- 
etitions oj exponents) and / ai + 1 / < 1 ai ( if j+ = ii + I. Thus if i.i = i.it 1 = . . . = Lj then 
ai+ ... + aj +O. In particular, < f 0. AS usual, we write i.i = mr/ni . . ni with g.c.d. (mi, ni) 
= 1. Set n = n, . . . n, and o = exp(2rri/n) for the rest of $1. 
(1.1.1) (i) iZ+Cisi,, Z(2.i) = H(l/nr ” nk). 
(ii) pj.ifz! for 1 I i I k iff n, . nklp. In particular, pj.,gz for 1 5 i < s iff n/p. 
Proof(i) follows from an induction using g.c.d.(mi,ni) = 1, (ii) follows from (i). 
Since x ,r = a,Vl if n[N, from now on x(:) will stand for any r,,< with <&[t’/“] (which 
implies n j n (l.l.l)-ii). We now consider the conjugates xi< of <. 
Proof. We show that LX~$(~~) = rYc(t,) for small enough lt,j # 0 implies nip-q. Write 
zzP<(r,) - 9<(t0) = Eai(W”P”~ - wnqii)ti’ E zJi(l < i 5 s). Suppose J1 = . . . = Jk_l = 0 
and Jk# 0 (1 < k I s). In view of the fact that (for ) toI small enough) either It”o’*l I e I t$ ( 
(when &+ 1 >;.r)or/a,+,l~Jail(whenE.i+, = &),wehaveIJkl> 1 Ji (IJkI>Oifk=s) 
! i i>k 
a contradiction. Thus Ji = 0, i.e. pi.i-qi.iEZ for 1 I i I S. By 
(l.l.l)-ii, njp-q. 
COROLLARY (1.1.3) (i) rPi(t) = @i(t) iffnj(p-q). 
(ii) The simple extension C(t)([) is equnl to @(t”“). 
Proof. (i) “ + ” is clear because clot = ;. “ -+ ” follows from lemma (1.1.2). 
(ii) Since {r’:jO $ I < n) are distinct (by i) and Gal[C(r’;“)/C(t)] = {a’10 I i 
< ni., we have Gal[C(t”“)/@(t) (;)I is trivial, i.e., c(t)(<) = c(t”“). q.e.d. 
Thus {r’JO I i < ni = (g~~gEGal[C(r)(C)/~(t)]~ andf(r,z) 3 der.OQi <n (z - xi;) is the 
minimal irreducible polynomial of i’ over a3 (t), see e.g. [13, p. 2501. Nowfis easily seen to lie in 
C [t, z]: by Gauss’ lemma f is irreducible in C [r, z]. 
In fact f is irreducible in C (t,.z ). Indeed xi<, 0 < i < n, are also the different conjugates 
of ; over the quotient field of C ( t ). Arguing as above with C[t] replaced by c ( r >, 
we conclude that fis irreducible in C ( r ) [I]. I n view of Weierstrass preparation theorem 
[25, p. 1931,fis irreducible in 13 <t,z ). We have proved: 
PROPOSITION (1.1.4). n (-_ - 2’;) = 0 d ji e nes a (reduced) plane curce C in C2 whose 
OSicn 
germ at 0 is irreducible (meaning the analytic local ring of C at 0 is a domain or C is 
topologically unibranch at 0, see 124, p. 1173). This C will be referred to as the (irreducible) plane 
curce parametrized by ;. 
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(1.2) The pairs (mieni) in (1.1) with ni # 1 are called the characteristic pairs of;. From now 
on we write ‘char.’ for ‘characteristic’. We say that ,$ is char. or is a char. exponent of; if n, # 1. 
Denote the char. pairs of < by (yi,S,), . . . ,~/,,S,). (SO 6i > 1, and 6, . 6, = n, . . . n, 
= n.) If ‘r’i/6i > 1 (equivalently ml/n1 2 1 or the Z-axis is transversal to the curve 
parameterized by i at 0) then the char. pairs of c coincide with the char. pairs of (CO). (For 
this and a discussion of the char. pairs of a plane curve germ see e.g. [30, III, p. 9933. [17, p. 
1381, C13.) Let (~~~4~)~. . . ,(p,,q,) be the char. pairs of (C,O). N.B. pi/q1 > 1, q1 > 1, 
Pit4iE N. 
Remarks (1.21). (i) The char. pairs of i’ depend only on the set of different exponents 
{ii,. . . ,A,}. 
(ii) i.* is not char. iff i.*Ei2(l,ni . . . n*_l) = Z+ c h(E.i) (see (1.1.1)-i). 
i<- 
(iii) (Needed only as motivation for $2.) i., is char. iff r”* term is the leading term of ai< 
- cc’< for some 0 < i < j < n. (This is, in essence, (1.1-l)-ii.) 
(iv) It is known that the multiplicity of C at 0 is qi qr [16, p. 53 which is always < n 
(cf. (1.2.2)). So C is nonsingular at 0 iff (CO) has no char. pairs. 
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of prop. (1.2.4). The essence of the proof 
is the following: 
INVERSION THEOREM (1.2.2). Let ri, Bi be defined by ri/m(C) = pi/q1 . . . qi(l 5 i I r), 
/Ii/n = yi/S, . . . bi (1 5 i I p) where m(C) is the mzcltiplicity of C at 0. Then exuctlj, one of the 
following three cases holds: 
(i) n = m(C). In this case xi = Bi, 1 5 i I r = p. 
(ii) 1 < n/m(C) < pl/ql (+ n,!m(C)EN).In thiscusep = r+ 1 and ny,/61 =(, PI = m(C), 
j?i+i+n=~i+m(C)fOr 1 lilr. 
(iii) n/m(C) = pl/ql. Thus 1 < n/m(C)E Z (by the definition ofchur. pairs). In this case pi 
-tn= q+m(C), 1 lilr=p. 
Proof. If Z-axis is transversal to C at 0 then the char. pairs of < are the char. pairs of 
(CO) and we are in case (i). If not, then t-axis is transversal to C at 0 ( .: C is analytically 
irreducible at 0 (1.1.4)) and the char. pairs of (C,O)are the char. pairs of the “inversion” < oij 
(meaning 5 is the fractional power series in : satisfyingf(<,z) 5 0). In this case the assertion 
follows from the inversion formula in [30, III, p. 9963. Also see [I]. q.e.d. 
The three cases in the inversion theorem can be characterized by the pair (ri ,di): 
LEMMA. (i) n/m(C) = 1 iff(j.i/6i) > 1. 
(ii) 1 < n/m(C)EZ iffyl/6, < 1, y1 = 1, n/m(C) = hl/yr = 6,. 
(iii) 1 < n/m(C)$Z iffyl/hl < 1, yl > 1: n/m(C) = 6,/y,. 
Proof: We prove the “ + ” direction. “ c ” then follows from the inversion theorem (1.2.2) 
and the fact that the sufficient conditions are mutually exclusive. 
(i) This is just (1.2.2)-i. 
(ii) By (1.2.2) we are in (1.2.2)-ii and 6 1 /yI = n/m(C)EN- { 11. It follows that y1 = 1,6i 
L 2. 
(iii) By (1.2.2) we are in (1.2.2)-iii and n/m(C) = pl/ql. Thus it suffices to show (pl,ql) 
= (b,,y,)(byvirtueofp,/q, > l,q, > 1 (1.2)).Indeed~,+n=r,+m(C)-+y1/6, 
+ 1 = m(C)/n ((pl/ql)+ 1) -+yl/c5, = ql/p,. In view of g.c.d. (pl, ql) = g.c.d. 
(Yi.&) = 1 we have (ri,J,) = (q,,pi). 
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COROLLARY (1.2.3). If C is nonsingular at 0, then the paramerrization < has either no char. 
pairs (i.e., i.iEZfor all i) or exacrly one char. pair (1,6,). 
Proof. If m(C) = 1, by the inversion theorem and the lemma, either n = 1 or n = 6,,yl 
= 1. In view of n = 6, . . . 6, and Si > 1, p = 0 in the first case, p = 1 in the second. 
PROPOSITION (1.2.4). The char. pairs of < determine and are determined by n and the char. 
pairs of (C, 0). 
Proof. --): Given (yi,Si) we can determine n (which is 6r . . . ii,) and, via the lemma, the 
case we belong to and m(C) (in that order). With these we can apply the inversion theorem to 
determine xi and then the char. pairs (pi,4i) of (C,O). 
+- : Given (pi,qi) and n we can determine, via the inversion theorem, the case we are in by 
comparing 1, n/m(C), PI/q1 (recall: m(C) = q1 . . q., (1.2.1)-iv). Then pi and (yi>Si) can be 
determined from ai and n. 
(1.3) We assign to the sequence 0 < i., 5 E.Z . . . I As a sequence of positive integers, 
called PI numbers (PI stands for “possible intersection”) the motivation for which comes from 
(1.4). 
Definition. (Recall i.i = mi/ni . . . ni.) Let ni = ni . . . n, (SO n = nl) and 7Cj = n,[(nl 
- nz)i., + . . + (nj_1 - ttj)j.j_l + nji.j], 1 5 j 5 S. Rj, which depends on (j-i, . . , . j.j), is 
called the j-th PI number of (i.l, . . . , 2,). Easy computation gives: 
(1.3.1) 7tj+i -7rj = n njcl (E.j + 1 - i.j) 2 0. In particular, Ilj + 1 = ‘Lj iff i.j+ 1 = ij. The 
following lemma turns out to be quite crucial: 
LEMMA (1.3.2). (i) The sequence (i,, . . , 2,) (resp. the set (i,, , i.,)) is determined by 
its PI numbers (7r1, . . , IL,) (resp. {x1, . . . , TC,]) together with n. 
(ii) { nj:nj # 1> = the set of PI numbers of the sequence 0.j: n? # 1). 
Proof. (i) rri ( = n2il) and n determine A1 and n,. The assertion now follows from an 
induction, making use of (1.3.1) and nj+i = n/n1 . . nj. 
(ii) In the definition of Xi, if ni = 1 (i < j) then ni = ni+ 1 and the term (ni - ni+ 1 )j.i vanishes. 
For example (j = 3, n, = 1): x3 = n[(n- n3)il +nJL3].Thus ifnj # 1 onecan leaveout the 
nonchar. i.is (with i < j) in computing rrj. 
(1.4) Let < = Zait”‘,i’ = Cbit”i(l I i 5 s) be two fractional polynomials satisfying the 
condition in (1.1). Assume that < is not a conjugate of i’ i.e., <$ { <’ a<‘, . . ,a”-l <‘I. It follows 
that the plane curves C and C’ parametrized (resp.) by < and <’ have an isolated intersection at 
the origin (1.1.4). It turns out that the intersection multiplicity (number) ofCand C’at 0 is one 
of the PI numbers of (ai, . . . , 2,). 
Definition (1.4.1) [ZO, p. 1 IS]. The critical value crit (i, <‘) of i and j’ is max deg (r - z’c’), 
where deg(< -a’(‘) denotes provisionally the largest k so that i - r’i’ (meaning the first k 
k-l 
- 1 terms of < and a’<’ are identical). We say that k is a critical value of {ii, . . . , Cm} if k 
= crit (ii,(j) for some i, j. 
Remark (topological meaning of crit([,[‘)). The compound torus knots of C,C’ start 
branching at the crit([,<‘)-th stage of iteration, cf. [29, p. 2791. 
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Note. crit(i,<‘) 2 k iff 3pe{O,l, . . , n-l] such that ; z zp;‘, 
k-l 
PROPOSITION (1.4.2) (cf.[ZO, p. 1183). Ij1 = crit(;,i’), rhen i(C,C’) = n, = n[(n, -nz)i, 
+ . . . + n,i.,], where i(C, C’) is the intersect&t multipliciry of C, C’ ar 0. In parricular, 
i(C, C’)E {xl, . . ., x5) (hence the term “possible intersection” for q). 
Proof: It is well known that (see e.g. [8, 1.2.51): 
i(C,C’) = C ord(rj< -r’;‘), 
OSj,k<o 
where ord(rji -a’<‘) is the leading (i.e. smallest) exponent of a’( - 2’;‘. (N.B. due to the 
hypothesis on the coefficients of; and i’, ord is unchanged if terms with equal exponents are 
combined.) Since ord(rj< -a’<‘) = ord (i - r’-j” i 1 (ifj < k). the right hand side of the above 
formula is n 1 ord (i - ak<‘). Thus it suffices to show (#S = cardinality of S): 
OSk<o 




if* = I 
0 if* > 1. 
This clearly follows from the following which we now prove: 
#{k:O < k < n,ord(< - rk<‘) 2 i.* i.e. < = z”;‘) = :* 
if*<1 
*-1 if* > I. 
Indeed, from the definition of I, if * > I there is no k such that C = rki’. For * I I, 
*-I 
< - ak<’ iffai = wnkilbi, i.e. dk” = ai/bi for i = 1. . . ., * - 1. But it follows from (l.l.l)-ii 
+-1 
that the last condition is satisfied for n/n, . . n, _ I = n, values of k. This completes the 
proof. 
Remark. (1.4.2) can also be proved by computing the linking number of the knots of C and 
c’, cf. [29, p. 2821. 
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In (2.1) we recall the definitions and results we need from Lipman [203. Then we state the 
main results of this paper in (2.2). The proof of the main theorem (2.2.1) is reduced to a special 
case in (2.3). Subsection (2.4), although technical, contains the crucial steps of the proof of the 
useful results in (2.6), (2.7) (concerning the transversal sections). We conclude $2 with a 
discussion of the singular locus and the equisingularity along it (2.8). 
(2.1) Let F be an analytic surface in some open U c c3, i.e. F is an analytic subset of U 
which is defined by the vanishing of one holomorphic function f(x, I; z) on U. 
Definition. A singular point P on F is quasi-ordinary (alternately, the germ (F, P) is a 
quasi-ordinary singularity) if there is a finite map (= proper and with finite fibers) of analytic 
germs x:( F, P) --) (C*, 0) whose discriminant locus A(the curve in @’ over which either F is 
singular or 71 is not a submersion) has a normal crossing (meaning 0 is either a smooth point 
or an ordinary double point of A), cf. [21], [31]. 
If A is smooth at 0, then F is equisingular along n-l(A) near P (taken to be 0 from now 
on). We shall refer to this as the degenerate case, which will be excluded from the main 
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discussion for the sake of simplicity. (In this regard. see remarks (2.1.4), (28.3). (3.42) and 
(3.4)) From now on, the germ (F, 0) will be quasi-ordinary. irreducible and (unless stated 
otherwise) nondegenerate. 
LEMMA (2.1.1) (cf. [70. prop. 1.31). In a neighborhood of0. F can be parametrized (after a 
possible analytic change ofcoordinates) by fractional power series (\\,ith bounded denominarors) 
in two variables. Precisely, there is a jkactional power series < = H(x’ R, y1 “) \lirh 
H(x, y) E C ( s, _v ) and H(0. 0) = 0 so that F is defined by: 
c (.T Y) [=I 3f ( x, ); 2) = l-q: - ii) = 0, 
where ii is oftheform H(oil xl’“, Wiz J”“) with (Oij)” = 1 and <I = ;. Moreocer, ;i - ~j (i # j) is 
of theform xU’“yv’” cij (xl,“, 4.l’“) with Eij(O, 0) # 0 and not all U’S (resp. C'S) are :ero. 
To prove the lemma we need: 
NOTATION (2.1.2). Let E(resp. E,) be the quotient field of :1.x, 4.j (resp. C~X”“. .i “I). 
If I E E,, then we have the restriction map of the Galois groups Gal[E,, ,514 Gal[E(J E] 
which is onto ( ‘.‘E(<) and E, are splitting fields [13, p. 250, p. 2601). Let G = G(c) 
= Gal[E(i)/E] and o = exp(2lri/n). Since Gal[E,/E] N Z, + Z, z (5) + (b> (where i: 
_+l,‘n --* W_\T1:n,J!n --* yin, same for fi with x, )’ interchanged), G is abelian and is generated by 
the images (i.e. restrictions) of 5, B which are denoted by c(, B. 
Proof of Lemma. By the Weierstrass preparation theorem, we can assume that 
feC(x, y)[z] and is manic in z. By [Z, Th. 31, the roots off=f(z) = 0 are fractional power 
series in x, y (with bounded denominators). Sincef is manic and irreducible as a polynomial in 
.Z (from the irreducibility of (F, 0)). an easy algebraic argument shows: 
f= fl (z - gc), i is any root off(:) = 0. 
C7cG 
The first assertion now follows from the description of G in (2.1.2). The second follows from 
the fact that, after a possible change of coordinates,f(z) has discriminant of the form X’_V’E 
with a, b positive integers and E a unit in 0Z ix, JJ~]. In view of (C).4), gl is convergent. 
Dejkition (2.1.3). The fractional monomials x”‘” J”‘” so obtained in lemma(2.1.1) are 
called the char. monomials of [ and their exponents (u/n, u/n) the distinguished pairs of i, cf. 
remark (1.2.1)-iii. Also we say that the li in the lemma parametrizes (or is a parametrizatiorl of) 
(F, 0) (with respect to the given coordinates). 
The following useful characterization of distinguished pairs is proved in [20, p. 173. 
(Notation: (2, ,B) 5 (a, 5) means i. I g and p I r. (& 111) < (a, r) means (j., p) I (G. T) 
and (;., p) # (a, 5). T, = {qEW/nqcN].) 
PROPOSITION (2.1.4). Zf c = XC2, BIG.-R x ,-_ c,~ x3y8 parametrizes a quasi-ordinar) ( F, 0), then: 
(i) The distinguished pairs ofi are totally ordered: (0,O) < (i.,, pl) < . . . < (i.,, p,), \virh 
i.,pS # 0. 
(ii) E(I;) = E(M,, . , M,) where Mi is the char. monomial .&~+i of <. 
(iii) For 15 t I S, .?J’EE(M~, . . , M,) iff(j., ~)EZ x Z+Cl,il, H(i.i, pi). 
(iv) For 1 I t 5 S, (4, PI) $ z X z + C, s j < r z(4, Pi). 
(v) If xiylr has nonzero coefficient in i then (j., F)E Z x Z + C,;,,. ~,,, S ,;., pi) Z(&, pi). 
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Concersely, if there are (j+, pi), 1 2 i I s, with c;.<, ~, # 0 so that (i), (iv), (v) are satisfied then < 
parametrizes a quasi-ordinary singularity and (i.i, pi), 1 I i 5 s, are thedistinguished pairs of<. 
Remark. F is equisingular at 0(2.1) iff either i., = . = E., = 0 or /I, = = us = 0. 
This follows from the proof of lemma (2.1.1). 
(2.13) With the above information about the distinguished pairs, one can suitably 
“normalize” the parametrizations: 
PROPOSITION. Near a quasi-ordinary 0 E F we can choose coordinates so that, bvith respect 
to which, the parametrizations < hate the following properties (notation as in (2.1.4)): 
(i) If ca8 # 0 then (3, B) 2 (i.,, ,ul). 
(ii) (j.i, . . , is) 2 (pl, . . , p,) (lexicographicaity). 
(iii) If ,a1 = 0 then i., 2 1. 
((i) and (ii) are easily attainable through a change of coordinates, (iii) involves an %nersion” 
and is more difficult. See [20, p. 22-26, p. 881 for details.) 
Definition. The parametrizations in the proposition are said to be normalized (called 
‘strongly normalized’ in [20]). It is useful to keep in mind that if i is normalized, then either 
i., 2 pi > 0 or i., > 1, pi = 0 ((j.,, pi) being the first or smallest distinguished pair of i). 
(2.2) We can now state the main results of this paper (all surfaces being locally irreducible 
at the origin 0): 
THEORE~I(~.Z.~). Let F (resp. F’) be an analytic surface in some open ci c c3 (resp. L” c c3) 
with a quasi-ordinary singularity at 0. If there is a homeomorphism h between the triples (U, F, 
0) and (U’, F’, 0) (we shall say that (C3, F) and (C3, F’) have the same topological type at 0) then 
the distinguished pairs of any normalized parametrization of (F, 0) are the same as rhat of any 
normalized parametrization of (F’, 0). 
The proof of this theorem will be given in $5. Assuming its validity we have: 
COROLLARY-DEFINlTIoN(2.2.2). All the normalized parametrizations of a quasi-ordinary 
singularity (F, 0) have the same distinguished pairs which are defined to be the distinguished 
pairs of (F, 0). 
Fact(2.2.3). The distinguished pairs of (F, 0) determine the local topology of (C3, F) at 0. 
(This is because the distinguished pairs of a parametrization c determine the % (x, y)- 
saturation ofC(s, J, ;) [21, p. 1671, and hence [30, III, th. 6.11 determine the local topology 
of (C3, F).) 
As an immediate corollary of this and (2.2.1), (2.2.2) we have: 
MAIN ~~~o~~kt(2.2.4). The (local) topological type of a quasi-ordinary singularity de- 
termines and is determined by its distinguished pairs. In other words, with (F, 0) and (F’, 0) as in 
(2.2.1), (C3, F) and (C’, F’) hate the same topological type at 0 tj‘,f (F, 0) and (F’ 0) hate the same 
distinguished pairs. 
It can be shown (see[ZO, p. 281) that the leading form of the minimal polynomial 
IIgeG (2 - gc) (cf. proof of lemma (2.1.1)) of a normalized parametrization ; is: 
Zrn if E., +pl > 1 
(z’ _ xfl, YOWL )m:* if ii+pi=l 
_+. L p, if i.t+/.4i < 1 
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where m = IGI, r = [E(x”lyp*): E]. Since E(l) (and hence G) is determined by the 
distinguished pairs of; (2.1.4)-ii, the same is true of the above leading form. The following 
theorem now follows from the fact that the multiplicity (resp. the Zariski tangent cone) of a 
singularity equals the degree (resp. is defined by the vanishing) of the leading form of the 
defining equation: 
THEOREM (2.2.5). Let (F, 0) and (F’ 0) be as in (2.2.1). Then 
(i) F and F’ hate the same multipliciry at 0. 
(ii) The Zariski tangent cones (Whitney’s C,) of F and F’ at 0 are isomorphic. 
(2.3) The first step toward the proof of theorem (2.2.1) is to make a reduction. Let < be a 
normalized parametrization of (F, 0) with (E.,, pi), . . . , (i,, p,) as the distinguished pairs of i 
(2.1.3). Consider c = xi1 JPI + . . + &p. In view of (2.1.4), i parametrizes some quasi- 
ordinary singularity (say (F, 0)) and has the same distinguished pairs as i. Thus, by fact 
(2.2.3), (c3, F) and (r3, F) have the same topological type at the origin. This signifies that, in 
order to prove (2.2.1), we can assume that both F and F’ have normalized parametrizations 
which consist only ofdistinguished-pair-terms and have all coefficients equal to one (the latter 
is only a matter of convenience). 
HYPOTHESIS (2.3.1). ( F, 0) is a quasi-ordinary singularity in some open U c c3 which can be 
parametri:ed by < = xi1 y’1 + . . + xi, ypl where (& pi), 1 I i I s, are the distinguished pairs 
of <. ( We do not assume < to be normalized. From time to time, we add the “normalized” condition 
to get sharper results.) 
Note. The following discussion applies equally well to i = Xai .x”~J+~, ai # 0; in particular, 
to any other conjugate of <. 
(2.4) In this subsection we concentrate on the parametrization i. It is important to 
observe that the roles of x, y are completely interchangeable. The conjugates of i: (gi )g E G} 
can be arranged into subfamilies so that those in the same subfamily are “x-conjugates” (resp. 
“y-conjugates”) of each other, see example (2.4.3). 
First we need some notation (other than those in (2.1.2)): 
Notation. Let (mi, ni) be such that i-i = mi/nl. . . ni with g.e.d. (mi, ni) = 1, 1 I i I S. 
Similarly. pi = mi’/n,’ . . ni’, g.c.d. (mi’, ni’) = 1. We set (mi, ni) = (0, 1) if i.i = 0. Similarly for 
,u~ = 0. Also let n, = n, . . _ nrr n,, = n; . . . n: and n be any positive integer so that I E E,. 
Finally, w = exp(2rriln). 
(2.4.1) n, (resp. n,.) is the order of r (resp. 8) in G. ( Proof: Since rl E G = Gal[E(J/E], zk = 1 
iff ski = C. Since a”; = H(c_i’x”” , y”“) (2.1.2), theassertion follows from corollary (1.1.3)-i (by 
letting )’ be small enough (1.1)). Similarly for the order of /I.) 
(2.4.2) Let H, be the subgroup of G generated by LT, and let c be the index of H, in G. Then 
we have IGI = c[Hxl = cn,. Similarly, H, = (p), d = jGl/lH,l = IGi/n,. 
Remarks 1. Since E(y”“) n E(i) is the fixed field of r( .: E(yl’“) is the fixed field of r) we 
have H, = Gal[E(C)/E(i) n E(y”“)] and H, = Gal[E([)/E(<) n E(x’/“)]. 
2. If c = 1, then there is a positive integer p with pi c pi.: mod E, 1 5 i I s. (c = 1 -+ G 
= H,-+/?EH,--+B;=~~T for some p + (by comparing the coefficients) (o”*c = o”p~~ (1.1) 
+ pi 3 pi+ mod E). 
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(2.4.3) Since G is generated by x and fl (2.1.2), { 1, p, , /Fe’] form a set of coset 
representatives of G/H, (the natural map H, + G/H, is onto). Thus: 
G= u BjH,={Bjr’lOli<c,OIi<n,i, 
OSj<c 
and the set of “conjugates” of < can be expressed as the disjoint union: 
{gClgW = u {gilgEfijHx} E u %‘j. 
osjcc def.O.Sj<c 
Thus Q?j is the set of the “x-conjugates” of pji (2.1.2). Similarly, let gi = {g[lgEr’H,j 
(0 I i < d), the set of the “l-conjugates” of r’i. With these, the defining equationfin lemma 
(2.1.1) can be written as: 
f=g~k3i)= J-J fl(z-d= Jj fl (z-r]). 
O$j<c qeWj OSi<d qeCZi 
Example 1 (cf.[Zl, p. 1663). Let < = x3” + x”~ + x9/4y’/4 + x19’* y”‘*. It can be checked 
that < parametrizes a quasi-ordinary singularity (21.4) and satisfies the hypothesis (2.3.1). ([is 
also normalized.) Any conjugate g< of [ has the form oix3iz + c_+~‘/~ + ~~~~~~~~~~ 
+~~x19/8yll/B and will be abbreviated as the vector 1/8(i,j, k, I) (o = exp(2n i/8)). If we let v, 
= (3/2, 7/4, 9/4, 19/8) and vY = (0, 0, l/4, 11/S) then the set {g[lgEG} can be tabulated as: 
%,: (0, 0, 0, O,), v,, 2v,, . . . . . . , 7v, 
%I: VY, vy + v,, vy + 2v,, . . . , vy + 7v,, 
+Z1: 25,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,2v,+7v,, 
v3: 3v,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 3v,+ 7V,. 
Since 4v, = 4v, mod Z, Di consists of the i-th and the (4 + i)-th column (1 I i < 4). Thus, 
1 G 1 = 32, n, = n,, = 8, c = d = 4. 
Example 2. [ = ~‘~“y~~“. IS a normalized parametrization of the surface z” = xy which has 
an isolated singularity at the origin, cf. (2.8.3). It can be shown that these are up to 
isomorphism the only isolated quasi-ordinary singularities [20, p. 413, also cf. (2.8.3). 
(2.4.4) The following Galois groups can be used to pinpoint the relation among the %:Js 
(resp. 9:s) (recall: E(j) = E(M,, . . . , M,), prop. (2.1.4)-ii): 
Definition. Gi = Gal[E(i)/E(M,, . . . , Mi)], 1 I i I S. Clearly, {I} = G, c G,_i 
c . . . cG,, = G. 
LEMMA (i) For 0 I i I S, Gi+l # Gi. 
(ii) IGi nH,I = [E([):E(<) n E(M1,. . yMi,yl”‘)] = ni+l . . . n,([ :] = degreeofthejield 
extension). 
Proof. Gi+l = Gi iff E(MI,. . . , Mi+l) = E(M1,. . , Mi) iff Mi+,EE(M1,. . , Mi). 
Thus (i) follows from prop. (2.1.4)-iii and -iv. 
To prove (ii) we use the following algebraic facts (all fields being finite Galois 
extensions of E): (A). [L: L n M] = [LM: M]. (B). If k c K, then k(F n K) = kF n K. 
(It is clear that k(F n K) c kF n K. On the other hand, using(A), [FK: kF n K] = 
[FK:K] [K:kFnK]=[F:FnK] [FK: kF] = [FK: kF] [kF: k(F n K)] = 
[FK: k(F n K)].) Now from Galois theory, lGi n H,[ = [E(i): E(M,, . . ., 
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Mi) (E(y”“) n E(;))] = [E(r):E(<)n E(:VL. . . . , ‘pi, J’1’2)] = [E(;)‘E(M,, . . . , 4kfif 
B A 
yl’“): E(M1,. ., Mi, J’“)] = [E(MM,, ., M,, y’;“): E(x”‘. ., xi,, yl’“)] = [E(x”‘. ., 
.A 
xis): E(Xil, . . . , x”~)] = [E(x’i”=): E(xLi”l ... “,)I = n,jnl . n, = nitI . n,. q.e.d. 
(2.4.5) We now let Gk(O 5 k 5 s) act on the set {+Z,, . . . , 5fZ,_ 1 ) (2.4.3): for gEGk, if 
gfli H, = /?‘H, then we define GUI = Vk Since the isotropy group of any Vi is Gk n H,, each 
orbit (called a Gk-orbit) has length (cardinality) Ik = IGkl/lGk n H,I and the number of Gk- 
def. 
orbits is c/l,. 
We assume for the rest of (2.41, with the exception of (2.4.6’) and (2.4X), that A1 > 0. 
If we set y = y. # 0 (with ly, 1 small) in flji(x, y) then we obtain a fractional polynomial (in 
one variable) of the form discussed in 9 1. When the exact value of y. (always assumed to have 
small absolute value) is not important we write /?‘<(x, yo) = cj(x) = [j. Note that ii(x) is not an 
x-conjugate of [j(x) whenever 0 I i # j < C, thus the critical value crit(ji, [j) of ii, cj (1.4.1) is 
defined. 
LEMMA. Vi and %j lie in the same Gk_ i-orbit iffcrit(ii, ij) 2 k. Itfollows that crit([, sj) = k 
iff Vi, Vj lie in the same GI, _ ,-orbit but in different G,-orbits. In other words, the critical value of 
ii and 5j is the smallest * such that %?i, ~j lie in different G,-orbits. 
Proof. %, Vj lie in the same G,, _ t-orbit which means 3 g E Gk_ 1 so that g/?H, = BjH,. i.e., 
g/?’ = aPfijfor some p (recall that G = Go is abelian). By definition of Gk_ i, the last equation is 
equivalent to fl’i(x, y) 3 czpfijc(x, J) (for ‘izz” see (l-4.1)) which in turn is equivalent to “ii 
k-l 
= fi’i(x, yo) ,y, ~P/?j[(x, yo) = ~‘jj for all small enough y,“. The first assertion now follows 
from note (1.4.1). The rest are easy. 
(2.4.6) (Em1 > 0) Let Cj = Cj(yo) be the analytically irreducible plane curve defined by 
0 = n (z-~(I, .o)) = n (Z-lirj(X)), Cf.(1.1.4), (2.4.3). 
VV, O<i<n. 
(i) For 0 5 j < c, Cj all have the same char. pairs (at x = z = 0). Moreover, t = z = 0 is 
an isolated point of Ci n Cj(i #j). Thus the intersection multiplicity (at t = z = 0) 
i(Cj, Ck) is defined. 
(ii) Let {i(C., C.)} = {i(C, Ck.10 I j # k < c), and 7Ci = i-th PI number of (E.,, . . , j.,) 
(1.3). Then for 1 I k I s, we have the following implications: 
nk = 1 (e.g. when i., = i., _ I) 
+ /I, _ 1 > /k (2.4.5) 
-+ k is a critical value of {[,, . . , (,_ 1 ,\ (1.4.1) 
--* $ E {i(C., C.)) 
In particular, if c = 1 (then {i(C., C.)} is empty) then n, # 1 for 1 I k I s. 
(iii) {Iri(l li5.T) =(i(C.,C.)l U{nill IiIs,ni# I>. 
Proof. (i) Since <j’s have the same exponents, Cj’s have the same char. pairs (1.2.4). By 
(2.4.3), ik # sLpij for all p if 0 I J’ # k < c. Arguing as in (1.1.2), we have &(x0) # aP{j(Xo) for 
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0 # /x0/ small. This implies 2 = x = 0 is an isolated point of Cj n Ct. (If not, Cj = C,, 
and o SF< n (<k(xo ) - Z’;j(.Yo)) = 0, a contradiction.) 
I 
(ii) Note that /k-1/1,, = [Gk_l: G t 1 n H,]/‘[G,:G, n H,] = [G,- 1: GJn, by (2.4.5), _ 
(2.4.4)-ii. Since G1, # Gk _ I (2.4.4)-i. we have: “nL = 1 implies It _ 1 > lk”. Next, if II, - I > II, then 
there are pi, Vj which lie in one Gc_l-orbit but in different Gk-orbits (‘.‘any G,-orbit is 
contained in one Gk_ ,-orbit). In view of lemma (2.4.5), k = crit(ri, <j) and hence iik = i(Ci, 
Cj)E{i(C., C.)) (1.4.2). 
(iii) Since {i(C., C.)f c (xi/1 I i I s} (1.4.2), the assertion follows from (ii). q.e.d. 
(2.4.6’) Ifp1 > 0, then lemma (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) remain true if we interchange the roles of 
x and .v, i.e. let x + J, y. --* x0, %? + 8, C -+ D, c -+ d. (This is the dejnirion of Di, 0 I i < d). 
(2.4.7) (j.l > 0) 0 = lIgEG(z - g;(s, yo)) defines a plane curve (in the J = y. plane), denoted 
by C = C(yO), whose germ at s = : = 0 has the germs of Cj (0 I j < c) in (2.4.6) as the 
irreducible components. If C is smooth at x = z = 0, then < = x1,” J*!’ for some k E N. 
Proof: The fxst assertion is just (2.4.6)-i, because (gilg E G} is the disjoint union of %j, 
0 5 j < c. If C is smooth then, in particular, c = 1. Thus (2.4.6)-ii all i.i are char. (1.2). It follows 
from the smoothness of C that s = 1 and A1 = l/k for some k (1.2.3). By remark (2.4.2)-2 /.J~ is 
of the form */k. q.e.d. 
KEY LEMMA (2.4.8). (il > 0) Consider (1”) c,(2”) n,,(3’) the char. pairs of Ci,(4”) 
GI, PA . . . , (&. pk) (0 I k I s, none $k = 0), (5”) the co/lection ofintersection mulripIicities 
(i(C., C.)) (2.4.6). these informations determine whether k = s or k < s. In the latter case, j.k+ 1 is 
also determined. 
Proof. Let A* be the number of (unordered) pairs (i, j) with crit(<,, cj) = *. (Note that 
A* # 0 iff * is a critical value of {co, . . . , cc- 1, 1.) It is clear that the assertion follows from the 
following three steps: 
Step 1: n,, the char. pairs of Ci, and (i(C., C.)) determine (j.l, . . . , ;.,I. 
Step 2: For 1 I i 5 s, c and (j.lr pI), . . . , (E.i, pi) determine A1, . . , Ai. 
Step 3: For 0 5 k 5 s, (i(C., C.)), {i.I, . . . , I.,>, (j.l, . . . , j+), (A,, . . . , A,) (omit if k = 0) 
together determine whether k = s or k < s. In the latter case, j.k+, is also determined. 
Step 1. (x1,. . . , 7C,) = {i(C., C.)} U {Tilni # 1) (2.4.6)-iii 
= {i(C., c.,> u {PI numbers of (i.ilni # 1)) (1.3.2)-ii 
Since {j.l, . . . , is) is determined by {x1, . . ., q) and n, (1.3.2)-i, it suffices to show that 
(i.ilni # 1) is determined by the given information (N. B. (i(C.. C.)) clearly determines 
{ i(C., C.) >). Bu t t ese char. i.i are determined by the char. pairs of the (any) parametrization < h 
(of C,), see (1.2). Since the latter are determined by n, and the char. pairs of C, (1.2.4). Step 1 is 
completed. 
Step 2. From the interpretation of critical value in lemma (2.4.5), Ai depends only on 
li_ r. li and c/l,_ 1. c,li (the sizes and the numbers of the Gi- 1-and G,-orbits (2.4.5)). In short Ai 
is determined by c, Ii_ 1 and li. Thus the assertion follows from: 
Claim. C, (iI. pl), . . , (j.i, pi) determine 10, 11. . . , Ii. 
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Proof of rhe claim. From the proof of (2.4.6)-ii we have li_ Jli = [E(M,, . . , .\I,): 
E(_M,. . . . . .LIi_ ,)]/ni (def. 2.4.4)). Weapply this inductively. When i = 1, lo = c (2.4.5) thus 1, 
is determined by c, n,, M i, i.e., by c, (E.,, pi). When i = 2, I2 is determined by I,, nz, M i, M2. i.e.. 
by I,, (E.,, pi), (i.,, ,u?). Combine these two statements to see that l2 is determined by c and (i.,, 
pi). (;.2. p2). The claim follows in this way by an induction. 
Step 3. If k = 0. i.i can be determined as the smallest among {;.i, . . . isi, thus we assume 
4 2 1. The proof goes like this. Compute rrk (the k-th PI number of i.i, . . , i.,) from (j-i, . , 
ik) and n, = ni . n,. Is TC~E {i(C.. C.))‘? With the help of Ai. . , A,, depending upon the 
above answer, one can determine whether & + , > & or i+ _ 1 = Lk (if k < s) or li = s. We now 
give the details. 
Put 7c = xk. (Note that if k < s and &+i = j.k then 7t = xk = nk&i E(i(C., C.): (1.3.1). 
(2.4.6)-ii.) By comparing x and (i(C., C.) j one can “determine” (from the information given in 
step 3) whether TC E {i(C.. C.) i or not. Ifne {i(C., C.) j then via the above note and by comparing 
(j.i, ,i,)and (ii, . ,j.sj. we can determine whether k = s or (k < sand) i.k + 1 > i.k. In the 
latter case ikT 1 can be determined as the smallest among (j-i, , j.,j - (ii, . . &). So we 
assume TC E (i(C.. C.) 1. 
Let 6 = a(n) be the number of (unordered) pairs (p. 4) with i(C,, C,) = T-C. N.B. 6 depends 
Only on II = xkand (i(C., C.)), so is “determined”. Suppose that i.,_ 1 < i., = . = j.k = 
= i., < i.,, I (omit i.,_, if a = 1, omit E. b+l if 6 = s) then x,-i < K, =. = nk = n =. . 
= q, < x~..~. (Here a is determined by (i.,, . . . , j+)). We have: 
6=#{(~,4)li(C,,C,)=~j 
= # ( (p. 4) I crit(S,. <,) = * and x* = rr) 
= # { (p, (I) I a I crit (cp, <,) I b i 




(Here A,+i, . . , Ab are positive since n + 1, . , b are all critical values of (,Y,, . , <,- 1 i 
(2.4.6)-ii.) Thus 6 2 A, + . + &. If 6 > A, + . . + Ak then k < b ( I s). i.e., j.kT, = i,. If. 
however, 6 = A, + . + A, then k = b and by comparing (i.,, . , &) and 1j.i. . , j.xi, we 
can determine whether k = s or k < s. In the latter case i.. k r 1 (> ib = &J can be determined as 
the smallest among {;i, . . , Ls) - {il, , . . , &) . Step 3 and hence the proof of key lemma is 
completed. 
(2.48’) If ,ni > 0, (2.4.7) and (2.48) remain true if we interchange the roles of s. J‘ (cf. 
(2.4.6’)). 
PROPOSITION (2.4.9). Ifil > O,,u(, > 0,rhen jGj,c, d,thechar.pairs ofC, andDj. (i(C..C.)), 
(i(D., D.)) together determine (LI. pl), . , (i,, p,). 
Proof This follows from the key lemma (2.4.8) and (2.48’) because jGI = cn, = dn, (3.32). 
(2.5) The parametrizations gc (g E G) correspond to the different sheets of the quasi- 
ordinary surface parametrized by < (the hypothesis (23.1) is in effect here): 
F= :(“,~,‘)EC’Ing,G(--gr)=Oj 
= u j(.u,4’,‘)E~Il=gSr(~,?.): Ez u F,. 
gcG &fg~G 
F,, which clearly contains the origin 0, is called the sheet corresponding to g;. 
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(23.1) In a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0. the sheets F, of F intersect only in the 
XZ- and YZ-coordinate planes. In fact, near 0. the restriction of the natural projection 
(x-, I’, -_) 4 (.u. J) to F - f (x, )‘, -_) I SJ = 0) A I” - ((s. 2’) I ‘CJ = 0:. is a iocally biholomorphic 
I G I-sheeted covering. 
Proof. Suppose that (s, x, :) E F, n F,, with x.r # 0 and IsI, 1~1 small. If 
g; = 1 q,& I’A, g’; = I: q’ ,y;., VP” then pi- w~)xL~~~~ = 0 (here 1 I i I s). Since 
(0, 0) < (&, pi) < (i.iTl, pi-i) (2.1.4)-i, it is easy to see that Oi = of for all i, hence g( = g’< 
i.e. g = g’. Local biholomorphism follows from the fact that rlik = exp(ln(t)!k) is holo- 
morphic near any I # 0. 
(2.5.2) The “critical locus” F n {(x, y, z) I XJ = 0). = (F n (x = 0: ) u (F n 1). = 0; ) of 




If i.i > 0 then F n {x = 0 > is the part of they-axis that lies in the open U c C3 (which 
will be denoted by p). 
If pi > 0 then F n {J = 0) = XL E X-axis n U. 
def. 
If L, > 0 = pi = . . . =~,and~h,l#OthenFn{~=O].= WnU:= 1P’where 
W is the plane curve (in XZ-plane) parametrized by z = xii + . . . + xi,. If we let ih(l) 
=xL1+... + ,xih, <, (.y, J) = c - rh (h = head. t = tail) then W is analytically irreduc- 
ible and is defined by IIel,,,, ,,,nh (;-rib) = 0 (1.1.4). 
Proof: If j.i > 0 then for all g E G, gC(0, J,) = 0 and hence F, n {x = 01 = {(0, J. 1) E UI: 
= gC(0. y) = 0: = YL’. (ii) can be similarly proved.(iii) Ifpi = 0 and g = ri/?j (0 5 i < tr,, 0 I j 
< c) (24.3)) then g<(.y, 0) = g(ch) = r’(ch). Thus F n (y = 0) is defined by 0 = IIgSG 
(-_-g;(s, 0)) = [ n (:--,l;,)]‘= [ ,,i~,,.,: (;-yi;,,)]cnxnl...‘h (1.1.3)-i. The as- 
Oli<n, I L 
sertion now follows from (1.1.4). q.e.d. 
(2.6) We describe the following plane sections of F: F n (x = x0 j, F n ‘, J = x0 )- with 
1.~~1, Iyol small but nonzero. 
(2.6.1) Assume i., > 0. For Ix01 small enough. P = (0, Jo, 0)~ F (2.5.2)-i. F n {_v = yo), 
called the Y-transcersal secrion at P. is the plane curve C = C( y. ) 3 P in (2.4.7). Thus the germ 
of F n 1.1. = ~~1 at P has c = (G j ‘)t, irreducible components, all of them have the same char. 
pairs which will be called the char.pairs of C (proof: (2.4.7). (2.4.6)-i). By the rranxersal 
irtformarion (of F) alongYc at P we shall mean the collection: c, char. pairs of C and (i(C., C.)). 
We say it is rririal if C is smooth, i.e., c = 1 and there are no char. pairs and intersection 
multiplicities (1.2.1)-iv. By (2.4.7). the transversal information along YL’ is trivial only if l 
= x1” J* ’ for some k. It is not hard to see that the transversal information here and below is 
independent of P ( # 0). Thus P will sometimes be suppressed. 
(2.6.1’) If pi > 0, by interchanging the roles of x, J in (2.6.1): c 4 d, C + D, we have the 
X-transversal sections and transversal information along X”. The latter is trivial only if < 
zt,k .I k 
= x _\ 
PROPOSITIOS (2.6.2). 1fj.i > 0 and p1 > 0 [hen (i,. pl), . . , (i,, p,). up ro a permrrrution of 
L and p, are derermined bj, I G 1 utld rhe ser of rrunscersul informurions ulorrg XL and YL‘ .
Proof: This is (2.4.9) except that we cannot distinguish between i., and ,~i. 
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(2.7) Our next goal is to describe the transversal sections along W(or the Cv-transversal 
sections) when i., > 0, p1 = 0 (2.5.2)-iii. We start with an example: 
Let ; = x3.‘? + _y944.113 = :h(.x)+;r(~~, y). It is easy to check that c = nY = 3, d = n, = 4 
and the set of conjugates of 5 are u Pi = {;h+c9’jCIj0 I j < 31 u {~~~~+W~-‘j~~j 
OLi<d 
LJ {;h+(96*4Q u {c& +u9+Y,) with o = exp (2xij12). Let R = (.-co, 0, -_,,) be a point 
on the surface F parametrized by [, say z0 = .Y:“. Although F n {x = x0] = u Di (where 
061<1 
Di are defined by n (-_ -11) = 0) only D, and D, passes through R. Thus in a small 
Pea, 
neighborhood of R the transversal section F n {x = x,, j ’ has two (in general 6) instead of d 
= 4, irreducible components. .Moreover the intersection multiplicity i(R; D,, D2) = i(0; Do, 
Dl) where Di (i = 0, 1) is defined by n (z-o 6i+4jxz/2y1i3) = 0. But D, u Di form a X- 
O$j<3 
transversal section of the surface parametrized by 5 = x9/2~1’3 which is already covered 
under (2.6.1’). 
We now carry out the process illustrated in the above example. Let R = (x0, 0, Z~)E W 
= F n (1 = 0; (2.5.2)-iii. As usual, / x0 1 + 0 is small. In view of note (2.3.1) we can assume 
-‘o = S(.Yo. 0) = <k(.GJ). 
(2.7.lj For 0 I p E 72 and 1 .x0 1 small enough, the following are equivalent: 
(i) n, . . . n,, does not divide p (i.e. z&(~) + ih(x) by (1.1.3)). 
(ii) For all 4 E E, there exists E so that z - rp/3‘i[(.~,, y) does not vanish for [ y j < E, 1 z - z. 1 
< E (E may depend on x,). 
Proof. Write s’ = &(x)+ Tt(?c, y). Then 2 - zP/Pi(x,, y) = (z - ze) + zo - r”P’&(xo. y) 
- rPfiq~l(~o. y) = (z - zO) + (zO - rP&(.uo)) --r”P’I, (x,,, J). Now (i) implies z,, - rP<,,(x,,) = z0 
- &(so) = 0. Since rpPq~,(.uo, J) + 0 as J’ + 0 ( .: p,, + 1 > 0), we have z - rPPq[(xot y) # 0 if 1 z 
- z. I and 11’ / are small. To show (ii) + (i). just note that if r p<,+ = ih then z. - z~/?~<(.Y~. 0) 
= (z. - lfi(.xo)) = 0 contradicting (ii). q.e.d. 
Votes (2.72.). 
1. From the above proof we see that if n, . . . n,, 1 p then z - z~~~~(x~, y) = (z - ~0) 
- rPPCt(.Yo. _Y). 
2. (Here 0 < p < d, 0 I q < ns.) Since F is defined by n n (z - rPbq<) = 0 (2.4.3). as a 
result of (2.7.1) and note 1, F n {x = x0 } is definld % a small neighborhood of 
R = (x0, 0, zo) by: 
n fl (?-- rP/PCt(xo, y)) = 0, with Y = z - zo. 
fl,...n,!p 4 
3. If n, . n,lp say p = ,Cn, . nh. Then: 
rp/?q:,l.Y. y) = rp/?q[rl(.‘C”‘...““, L’)] lXCX, “,.. “*. 
This is due to: CZAR = zi(.ud”) (+ = xi 8 = ~“~~~~‘(1.1). 
4. ;l(.Y-“I..-“h, y) = C(x “~~~~“*)~h-,y~*-~ with n, . r~,,i,,+~ = mhii/nhcl . n,_i(l I i I s 
-A). This motivates the following notation. fii = m,,+i. tii = nh+ir j: = &/fi, . . . iii, 
jii = phTi (N.B. Li = n1 . n,i,,i), T= c xiyii. Using these notations. the 
1 SiSs-h 
above equation becomes ~l(.~“!...“h, y) = :(.Y, y). 
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5. It is not difficult to check that (A, pi) satisfy prop. (2.1.4) - i, iv. v. Thus, by (2.1.4). cis a 
(possibly nonnormalized) parametrization with distinguished pairs (ii, F,). 1 I i I s 
-h. The fact that li > 0, ,LI~ > 0 will be important for us. Also the discussion in (2.4) 
can be applied to z The corresponding entities will be denoted by the same symbols, 
but with “bars”: 
c = Gal[E(a/E], A, = Gal[E(c)/E(J n E(.u”“)], n, = ti, . Es_,,, 
ii, = n; . . . iii-h, C= [d:A,] = jGj/ii,, d= [G:R,] = jG]/ti,, etc. 
6. c = {a’/?jIO 5 i < din, . . nh, 0 I j < n,,;,. This will be proved in (2.7.5). (N.B. CL and 
p are slightly abused here, i.e. they are the restrictions of s(, fi to E(c) (2.2).) 
NOW the notes 2,3,4 together say that in a small neighborhood of R. the definingequation 
of F n {x = x0 ; IS obtained by setting s = .Y,, in: 
l-I l--I (Z- @:(x, y)) = 0, 
OSp<d,n,...n,Osq<n, .~=.Ylrnl.-.~h 
which by note 6 is: Il (~-g~)~~Ix~xl~n,...n, = 0, (the product is over gE r?). Since II (? 
-gc))~rC[x, y, z], setting x = x,, in the above equation gives (cf. 0.4)): II (_7-g~)[,V=x~/n,...~, 
= 0, with g E G. Since c has fii > 0, we can apply (2.4.8’) and (2.6.1’) with [ = c, z = 5, x,, 
= ,Yg I.“‘, ...“h to obtain: 
(2.7.3) (E., > 0, pi = 0, R = (x,,, 0, z,,)). For 1 x0 1 small enough the W-transtiersal section 
atR:Fn{x=x,~ is a plane curve B whose germ at R has dirreducible components all with 
the same char. pairs which will also be called the char. pairs of d (at R). In fact the rratwersal 
informations of F along W: 
d, char. pairs of 6, (i(D., 6.)), 
(6. are the irreducible components of the germ of d at R) are precisely that of F along X-axis 
as defined in (2.6.1’), where Fis parametrized by c Thus the transversal information along W 
is trivial only if ;= ~*‘~yi:~ for some ke N (by 2.6.1’)). 
KEY LEMMA (2.7.4). lf 0 I k I s - h then ri,,( = n,), the transversal informations along W 
and (II, PI), . . . . . , (irk, ,ik) (omit if k = 0) determine whether k = s - h or k < s -h. In the 
latter case ,i&+ I = p,,+k+ 1 is also determined (cl: note (2.7.2)-5). 
Proof. This is just key lemma (2.4.8’) with < = i. 
(2.7.5) We now prove note (2.7.2)-6. In view of (2.4.3), we need only show that 
6= d/n, . . n,,, ri, = n,,. 
LEMMA. (i) fi, = n,/n, . . . nh, fiY = nY. 
(ii) IGl/lGI =n, . . .nh. 
(iii) 6= d/n, . . n,,. 
Proof. (i) Follows easily from the notation in (2.7.2)-4. 
(ii) Consider the endomorphism (over E) E, T, E, (2.2) defined by a(~‘/“) = (.~l’n)nl...nh 
and a(~““) = y”“. One sees (via (2.1.4)-ii. and (1.1.4)-ii) that o(E({)) = E(r), 
a(E) = C(X”’ “‘“k) y): = E’. Then IGl = [E(i): E] = [DE(<): DE] = [E(r): E’] = [E(c): 
E] [E: E’] = [Gin1 . . . n,,. 
(iii) By definition d = I C? I/ii,, d = I G I/n,. The assertion follows from (i) and (ii). 
q.e.d. 
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Singular locus ofF (2.8). In a small neighborhood of 0, the singular locus of F: Sing(F) is 
contained in the critical locus of the projection F + I:,,. (outside the critical locus, F is a 
complex manifold (2.5.1), hence cannot be singular [23, p. IO]). Thus by shrinking c’ if 
necessary, Sing(F) c F n {xy = 01. In view of (2.52) we have: 
(2.8.1) For U small enough, Sing(F) is one of the following: 
S,: (01, i.e. F has an isolated singularity at 0. 
S,: an irreducible curve through 0. 
S,: two irreducible curves through 0 (at least one of them is smooth). 
(If 0 is an isolated singularity of F, choose U small to avoid other singular points.)We call 
these the singularity types of F and write Sing(F) = Si to indicate that the singularity type of 
F is Si. 
LEMIMA (2.8.2). Let P f 0 be a point on F which is projected to the discriminant locus 
{xy = 0) c Cl,. ZfF is nonsingular at P then the transversal section F n L is nonsingular at P, 
where L( 3P) is either the plane x = x,, # 0 or 4‘ = y,-,. Thus if F is nonsingular at P then the 
transversal information at P is trivial (2.6.1) (2.7.3). 
Proof. It suflices to show that the inclusion L c C3 is transverse to F near P. (Then the 
inverse image F n L of F is a differential manifold [IZ, p. 22-J. By [23, p. lo], F n L is 
nonsingularat P.)I~PEY” c F thenit iseasy to see that T, F (the tangent space ofFat P)and 
L span T,(C3). Similarly for P E X”. If P E W (2.5.2)-iii, from the parametrization of W we see 
that T, W (c T,F) is transverse to L at P. q.e.d. 
Remark. (2.8.2) can also be proved by local algebra. 
PROPOSITION (2.8.3) (cf. [20, p. 333). Suppose that r satisfies either i., 2 ,uI > 0 or i, > 0 
= pI (for example { is normalized (2.15)). 
(i) Zf Sing(F) = S, then ,uLI > 0 and < = xllkylik for some k E N. 
(ii) If Sing( F) = S, then Sing F = Y c and [ has the form: 
i 
( = xmlnyl/" (m > 1) if uI>O 
< = xi,+ . . . + ,$ + xi,_, 1.l :n if pl=o 
(iii) Zf Sing(F) = S, then either (uI > 0) Sing(F) = X“ WY u or (,ul = 0) 
Sing(F) =YL; u WU. 
Proof: (i) In view of the above lemma we can apply (2.6.1) to conclude that [ = ,x1 ‘),*jk. 
Since pi I i., and * # 0( (2.1.4)-i) we have * = 1. Similarly (ii) follows from (2.6.l’)and (2.7.3) 
(ifwe note that: Sing(F) # Y u implies Sing(F) # S1 by (2.6.1)). Finally (iii) is just (2.8) (25.2). 
Remark. In the degenerate case (2.1) Sing(F) = S1 and < = X~I+ . . + xi*, with i, > 1, 
ni > 1 for 1 I i I s. This follows from (2.1.4), (2.1.5). 
(2.8.4) Assume that Sing(F) # S, and P # Ois a smooth point of Sing(F). Then in a small 
neighborhood ($0) of P, the critical locus (in F) of the projection F + C&is smooth and one 
dimensional (2.5.2). It follows from the theory of equisingularity that F (as an embedded 
surface) is equisingular (in Zariski’s sense) and hence topologically trivial along Sing(F) near 
P, see e.g. [27, p. 5983. Precisely: 
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LEMMA. (Let V stand for an open neighborhood of P in ,C3. Let L be as in (2.8.2). i.e. either 
the plane x = x0 or .v = yo.) There is a V( $0) and a homeomorphism: 
q5:Sx(LnV. FnLnV, P)-+(V,FnV,S) 
(where S = V n Sing F is contractible) which commutes with the projection of (V, F A V) to S 
(along L). Moreocer V can be arbitrarily small. 
Proof. This is well known, e.g. in Zariski [30, III, p. 10203 replace E, by a small bounded 
open subset, say D. Then V is the image of z x D = S x (L n V). 
Remark. By (A.2), (A.4) the irreducible components di of F n V are of the form 4( S x E,) 
where Ei ranges through the set of all irreducible components of F n L n V. In particular, 
because e5 commutes with the projection, bi n L = Ei. Also note that if PEE: then 
S=~(Sx{Pj)c~(SXEi)=&i. 
$3. HO.MOLOGY OF THE LINK 
Let (F, 0) c (U, 0) and its parametrization < be as in (2.3.1). We compute in this section 
the first (integral) homology group of the (polydisk) link of (F, 0). We assume that i., > 0 
(if 1, = 0, interchange the roles of x, y). 
Notation (3.0). We writeH(X) for H,(X; Z). Let A(r) = A(rt, rz, r3) be the polydisk ina)’ 
with center 0 and radius (rl , r2, r3): A(r) = { (x, y, z) E c3 : ( x ) I rl, ) y ) I rz, ) z 1 I r3 ;. Also 
let A,(rz) = {y :) y 1 5 rz ), Axr(rl, r3) = { (x, z): ] x) 5 rI, 1 z 1 5 r3 i etc. The boundary of 
these polydisks will be denoted by S, thus S(r), S,(r,), S,,( rl, r3) etc. The radius will sometimes 
be omitted if no confusion should arise. Also Au, S, will be identified with 0 x Av x 0,O x S, 
x 0, etc. For any E > 0, r = (rl, r2, r3) will be chosen so that 0 < ri < E and F n (A,, x int A,) is 
closed in A_,= (int = interior of). This can be achieved because the origin is an isolated 
intersection of F and the Z-axis. F n S(r), denoted by K = K(r). is called a link of (F, 0). Also 
let K, = F n (S, X AX:), K, = F n (Ay x S,=). Since S(r) = (S, x Ax:) u (Ay x S,:), 
K = K, u K,. H(K) will be calculated via the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. 
(3.1) First we compute H(K,). If we project K, = F n (S, x A,,) to the second 
coordinate S,, then the “fiber” over J E S, is F n ( y x Ax,) = ,v x (C(y) n A,,) where C(y) is a 
plane curve in y x Ax1 (2.4.7). This projection is homotopic to the identity map K, -* K1 via 
the deformation retraction: (x, y: z, t) -+ (0, y, 0) if x = 0; + (tx, y, g<(tx, y)) if x # 0 and 
z = g<(x, y). It can be checked that this is well defined and continuous (in view of (25.1) and 
1, > 0. _r # 0). Since S, c K1. we have: 
LEMMA. H( K,) z Z and is generated by the homology class [S,] of 0 x S, x 0. 
(3.2)H(K,). If we project K, = F n (Ay x S,=) onto Av then the fiber over 0 # BEAM is 
C n (y x S,,) where C = C(y), whereas the “special” fiber over y = 0 is (from (2.52)): 
K,n(Y=O)=Fn(OxS,,)= 
X-axis n S,, = S, if ,nl > 0 
if ,/.fi = 0. 
We shall “push” the regular fibers toward this (central) special fiber. First we need: 
Notation. I( W) = W n S,:. I(C) = C n (_v x SJ. Similarly for the irreducible com- 
ponents Cj(O Ij < c) of C. It follows from the analytic irreducibility of Wand Cj that for ri 
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small enough 1( W ) and I(Cj) are topologically S’[24, p. 1171 and the above regular fiber l(C) 
is the disjoint union of the /(Cj)‘S, cf. (2.4.6)-i and (2.4.7). 
LEMMA (3.2.1). (i) 6,: (x, y. z, t) -+ (x, 0, z) $ y = 0, --t (x, ty, gi(x, ty)) if Y # 0 and z 
= g< (x, J), defines a deformation retraction ofKl onto BO(Kl) &ich is S, ifp, > 0 (resp. i(W) 
$p* = 0). 
(ii) H(K,) 1 h and is generated 6~ [S,] ifpI > O(resp. [/( W)] if PI = 0). 
(iii) B0 ( Ilc,): S’ + S’ has degree ? n, ifp, > 0 (resp. + n,ln, , nh ifpI = 0). Same thing 
is true for any Cj. 
Proof (i) Since K, = { (x, y, z) E F: [ y [ S rz, z = g<(x, y) for g E G., (x, z) E S,,; we have: 
8,(K,) c K, (by thechoiceofr(3.0)),0, = idandU,(K,) = Kz n {Y= O).Toshowthat U,is 
a deformation retraction we need only check continuity (at (x, y. z, f) E K2 x I). If either ,u, 
> 0 or y # 0 we can argue as in lemma (3.1), since x # 0 by the choice of r. SO let pi = 0 = y 
and (x’,y’,r’,t’) -+ (x,O,z,t). Wecanassumez = <(x,0) = ih(x)note(2.3.1).Then, by(2.7.l),z’ 
= gC(x’, y’) with g = aJ’IJQ and n, . n,, ( p. Since g< = ap<,, + g<, = i,, + gi, we have g<(x’, 
t’y’) + i,+(x) = z as x’ -+ x and y’ -+ 0. 
(ii) Follows immediately from (i). 
(iii) By (2.4.6) and (3.0) I(C,) = {(x, y,,, Z)E K,: (x 1 = rl, z = ak<(x, y,,) for k = 1, . . , 
n,;. Since zk<(rleie, ~1~) ---) ak+ ‘i(rl, yo)as 0 --+ 27~; the projection I(C,) --) S, has degree _+ n, 
[6, p. 671. Similarly, one sees that the projection /( W) --+ S, has degree + n, . n,,. 
Now, when p, > 0, 0, is just the projection to the X-axis. Thus 0, JI(c) has degree + n,. 
When pi = 0, the composition of O0 : I(C,) -+ I( W) with the projection I( W) -+ S, is again 
the projection to the X-axis (hence has degree +n,). Since the second map has degree 
_+n, . n,,, the assertion follows. 
(3.3)H(K, n K,). From (3.1) and (3.2) 
K,nK,=Fn(S, x S,,) = u I(C), where C = C(y).. 
YES, 
The projection K, n K, + S, is a fibration with fiber 1(C) (it is the composition of the 
covering map (2.5.1) with the projection S, x S, -S,[26,pp. 66-691). Let Pi= (r,,r,,ii(r,, 
rJ), 0 I i < c, then Pj~ I(Ci(r2)) (see (3.1) and (2.4.6) for notation). Since I(Cj), 0 Ii < c, are 
the connected components of 1(C), the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration yields (with 
r2 ES,, P,, E 1(C,) c K, n K, as the base points): 
Since { (rlr r2eie, cj (rl, r2eie)) 10 I 0 5 2711 is a lifting of S, with end points Pj and Pj+ 1 (here 
P, = PO), we see that Z(k[S,]) = Pj withi E k (mod c), cf. [26, p. 3771 or [4, p. 2091. It follows 
that z,,( K 1 n K2) is trivial and we have a short exact sequence: 
I -+ ([c,] ) -, T-c,(K, n Kd -+ (cCS,l ) --* 1, 
which splits. Thus (with abuse of notation): 
PROPOSITION (3.3.1). (i) K, n K, is path connected. 
(ii) H(K, nK,)-H@Z= ([1C,])@(q)withs[1C,]=Oands(~)=c[S,],wheres 
is induced by the projection K, n K, + S,. 
Remark. It is not difficult to see that K, n K, is (homeomorphic to) a torus. 
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the inclusions K, n K, -* K,, K, n K, + K,. Let i, : H(K, n K2) 
H(3.1) and i,:H(K, n K2)+ H(K2) 5 H (3.2.1)-ii be the induced 
PROPOSITION (3.3.2). (i) i, [ IC, J = 0, i, (r]) = _+ c; 
(ii) I’,[IC,] = +% 
i 
if Pl > 0, 
+n,/n,...n, if p,=O. 
Proof. Since i, is induced by the projection K, n K, - S,, (i) follows from prop. (3.3.1)- 
ii. Similarly (ii) follows from lemma (3.2.1). 
(3.4) H(K) can now be calculated via the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (since K can be given a 
CW structure such that K,, K, are CW subcomplexes [6, p. 901): 
H(K, n K2) (il.-M 
-H(K,)OH(K,) -+ H(K) -+ &,(K,n K2). 
Since R,(K, n K,) = 0 (3.3.1)-i, H(K) 2: Z@Z/Im(i,, -iz). 
THEOREM (3.4.1). For (F, 0) satisfying (2.3.1) and r small enough we have: 
‘H(K)’ = i 
I G 1 = cn, = dn,, if i., > 0’ and pI > 0. 
IGl = cn,/n, . . . nh = d;ly, if ;.I > 0 and p1 = 0. 
Proof. It follows from (3.3.2) that ( H(K) 1 = cnxr if p, > 0 (resp. = cn,/n, . . n,,, if pL1 
= 0). The rest are just (2.4.2) and lemma (2.7.5). 
Remarks (3.4.2). 1. By computing i,(q) explicitly in (3.3.2) one can see that H(K) is in fact 
isomorphic to G if i.l > 0, p1 > 0 and to C = Gal[E(c)/E] (2.7.2)-4 if 1, > 0 = pl. In 
this regard, see also [19, p. 2071. 
2. In view of Durf’ee’s result [7, p. 5263, this theorem holds also for spherical inks. 
(In the following remarks (only), hypothesis (2.3.1) is not in effect. Instead weallow (F, 0) 
to be more generally, irreducible surface germs parametrized by [ = c aiXi Y’, with 
ISi< 
(0,O) < (niTpi) 5 (~i+l,~i+l) and ~i+l < 4i if (niTpi) = (~i+l,~i+l). Assume that I, 
2 ,u~. From proposition (2.1.4) we see that F is either smooth or quasi-ordinary (possibly 
degenerate (2.1)) at 0). 
3. For nondegenerate (F, 0), theorem (3.4.1) holds and hence H(K) is nontrivial. This 
follows from (3.4.1) because leaving out the non-char. terms in i does not affect H(K) 
and G (2.3). (A.7), (2.1.4)-ii. (In the event that [ with p1 = 0 becomes p1 > 0 after the 
non-char. terms are discarded we have G = c). Also nx, ny (resp. n,/n, . . . nk, ny if p1 
= 0) cannot both be one (1.2.1)-ii, (2.1.4)-iv, hence the second assertion. 
4. If (F, 0) is either smooth or degenerate, H, (K) = 0. (Thus, in view of 3, HI (K) is 
nontrivial iff (F, 0) is nondegenerate.) This can be proved by either arguing as in (3.4) 
or by observing that (F, 0) is locally homeomorphic to (C’, 0) and applying (A.7). 
5. Theorem (3.4.1) holds. Proof we need only consider the smooth and degenerate cases 
(Remark 3). As in 3, we can leave out the non-char. terms. Then in the smooth case 
either < = 0 or i = XI’“. The latter occurs only ifpc, = 0, in which case I e I = + = 1. 
In the degenerate case, i = c(x) and ( G ( = 1. The assertion now follows from 4. 
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6. H,(K) = 0. H,(K) = Z. These follow from the long exact sequence in (3.4). because 
(ir, - iz) is injective (3.32) and H,(K,) = Hi(K2) = 0 for i 2 2 (3.1), (3.2.1)-i. 
COROLLARY (3.4.3). Assume that I is normalized (then either i.,, pl > 0 or i., > 1, 
pl = O(2.1.3)). In the-first case, ( H(K) 1 /c 2 mult (Ci), ( H(K) II’d 2 muIt( in the second 
case IH(K)j/c < muIt( /H(K)1 62 mUIt( 
Proof. If L, = m,,in, > 1 then tt, = muIt (lemma( 1.2.2)-l). If moreover ,~i = 0 then 
IH(K)(/c = ii, < n,l’.‘n, > 1). The rest follows from remark (1.2.1)-iv, since IH(K)ljc 
= n,, IH(K)lId = np, or IH(K)\jd= ny = 6,. 
(3.4.4) Since H(K) and the transversal informations of F are independent of the 
normalized parametrization < chosen (See (2.6.1), (2.6.1’), (2.7.3)) we conclude from the 
corollary that the normalized parametrizations of F either all have i., 2 pi > 0 or all have L, 
> 1, p, = 0. We say that F is of t~‘pe A in the former case and of type B in the latter case. 
54. TOPOLOGIC.iL PROPERTIES 
We show that some of the properties discussed in $3 are topological properties (meaning 
that they are preserved under embedded homeomorphisms). In $5, these properties will be 
shown to have determined the distinguished pairs. 
Throughout this section let h : (L’. F, 0) + (Cl ‘, F’, 0) be a homeomorphism between two 
quasi-ordinary singularities which satisfy the hypothesis (2.3.1): 
(4.1) F, F’ have the same singularity type (2.8.1). (This follows from (A.5), (A.4).) 
(4.2) Let K(r), K’(r) be the link of F, F’ respectively (3.0). For 1 r 1 = max (rl, r2, r3) small 
enough,H,(K(r)) 2 Hi(K’(r)). (S’ lnce the polydisk link is homeomorphic to the spherical link 
when ) r 1 is small L-7, p, 526 J, this follows from (A.?‘).) 
(4.3) Assume that F and F’ have nonisolated singularities at 0 (i.e., F, F’ have singularity 
types S, or S,). Let 0 # P E Sing(F), then 0 # P’ = h(P) E Sing( F’) (A.5). Let E,, . . . , E, 
def. 
(resp. E;, . . . , EL.) be the (irreducible) plane curves whose germs at P (resp. at P’) are the 
irreducible components of the germ of the transversal section of F along Sing(F) at P (resp. 
of F’ along Sing(F’) at P’), cf. (2.6.1), (2.6.1’), (2.7.3). 
PROPOSITION (4.3.1). With the above hypothesis, if P is close enough to 0, then F, F’ haoe 
the same transversal informations at P, P’ respectively, i.e.: 
(i) e = e’ 
(ii) Ei and E;(l I i I e, 1 I j I e’) hate rhe same char. pairs. fhus (remark (1.2.1)-iv) rhe 
mulriplicity of Ei at P is equal to that of EJ at P’. 
(iii) (i(E., E.)) = (i(E.‘, E.‘)), (2.4.8). 
Proof. We make use of the notation and results from (2.8.4) and the Appendix. Choose V 
of (2.8.4) small enough so that irc,( F n V) = irc( FP). irc,( F n L n V) = irc(F n L),. (see 
(A.l)). Let bi = #(S x (Ei n V)). Then PES c Gi. Ei n L = Ei and Bi are exactly the 
irreducible components of F n V (1 I i S e). In particular, irc,(F n V) = e. Similarly for 
P’ = ~(P)EF’ we have V’, S’, &‘, &(l < i _< e’). 
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(i) By the above, e = irc,( F n V) = irc(F,) and e’ = irc(F’,.). Since irc(F,) = irc(F’,) 
(A.4). e = e’. 
(ii) If moreover V is chosen so that h(V) c V’ then it follows from the following two facts 
that (after possible reindexing) h(Bi) = E,’ A h(V): first. the irreducible components of F n V 
are mapped by h onto the irreducible components of h( F n V) (A.4); second, ire,. (h( f n V)) 
= irc,.( F’ n V’) (= e) in view of the first fact and part i. (N.B. P E bi, P’E gi’_ 1 I i I e.) Thus 
6, and gi’ have isomorphic local fundamental groups at P, P’ respectively (A.6). Since (V, gi) 
is homeomorphic, via 4, to the product of (L n V, Ei) with the contractible S, the local 
fundamental groups Of bi c V and Ei c (L n V) at P are isomorphic (A.3). Similarly for Qi’, 
Ei’. We conclude that Ei and E,’ have isomorphic local fundamental groups (at P, P’). By the 
classical result of Burau, ZariskiC16, p. 51, the irreducible plane curves Ei, Ei’ have identical 
char. pairs. Since all Ei (resp. all E,‘) have the same char. pairs, this completes the proof of (ii). 
(iii) It is known that intersection multiplicities are topological invariants (up to i 1) [9. p. 
1711 and invariant under restrictions [8, p. 1373. In the situation (V, 6i. S) -+ (h(V), /I(&~), 
h(S)) c (V’, gi’, 5’) we thus have (k # j): 




+ i (S’ x P’; S’ x E).S’ x E; ) 
On the other hand, by the projection formula [S, p. 1353, [30, II, p. 9943: i( P; Ej. E,) = i(S 
x P; S x Ej. S x E,); similarly for the “primed” version. Thus i ( P; Ej. E,) = + i (P’; Ei . 12,‘). 
Since both intersection multiplicities are positive if given their natural complex analytic 
orientations, this completes the proof. q.e.d. 
LEMMA (4.3.2). F and F’ have the same type (3.4.4). 
Proof. By (4.1), F and F’ have the same singularity type. If Sing( F) = S,, = Sing1 F’) then 
FandF’areoftypeA(2.8.3)-i.IfSing(F)=Sing(F’)=S,,thenSing(F)=Sing(F’)=Yu 
and by comparing H(K)/c and muIt (by (4.2), (4.3.1) these are the same for F and F’) we can 
determine the type of F, F’ via corollary (3.4.3). Similarly for the last case: Sing(F) 
= Sing( F’) = S2. 
$5. PROOF OF THE MAIS THE0RE.M 
We prove theorem (2.2.1) in this section. As discussed in (2.3), we can assume that (F, 0) 
and (F’, 0) are quasi-ordinary singularities satisfying hypothesis (2.3.1). 
PROPOSITION (5.1). The distinguished pairs of any normalized parametrization j of a quasi- 
ordinary singularity (F, 0) which satisfies hypothesis (2.3.1) are determined by thefollowing: the 
type and the singularity type of F (3.4.4), (2X1), order of H,(K) (3.0), the transversal 
informations of F along Sing(F) (empty if Sing( F) = S,) (2.6.1), (2.6.1’), (2.7.3). 
(5.2) In view of the fact that all the data in the proposition are the same for F and F’(w), 
theorem (2.2.1) follows as a corollary of (5.1). 
(5.3) Proof of proposition (5.1) 
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Case A. F is of rype A (i.e. i., 2 p1 > 0). In this case the assertion, up to a permutation of 
i. and p, follows from prop. (2.6.2) and theorem (3.4.1). Indeed the transversal information 
along Sing(F) determines the union of the transversal informations along Xc and Yc (if, for 
example, XL’ - (01 4 Sing(F ), then the transversal information along XU is trivial (2.8.2), 
(2.6.1)). Since ]G] = IH( (3.4.1) we can apply (2.6.2) to conclude that ( (ii,pi)), hiss, up 
to a permutation of L and p, are determined (by the data). Now, if (j.L, . . ) 2 (p,. . ) 
(lexicographically), (j.i, pi) are the distinguished pairs of <. If not, interchange (j., p) to get the 
distinguished pairs, prop. (2.1.5)-ii. 
Case B. F is oftype B (i.e. i., > 1, p1 = 0). In this case either Sing(F) = S, or Sing(F) 
= Sz (2.8.3). In view of corollary (3.4.3) the singularity type and the transversal informations 
along Sing( F) determine they Land W-transversal informations (notjusr the union ofthem, as 
in case A). Here we use the fact that multiplicity is determined by char. pairs (1.2.1)-iv. 
We now show that j.l, . . . i.,, can be “determined” (meaning here: determined by the data 
in (5.1)). (N.B. we already have ,LJ~ = . . = p,, = 0(2.5.2)-iii.) Since i, > 1, n, = mult (C;) 
(1.2), (1.2.1)~iv. From [H(K)1 = c&/n1 . . . nh (3.4.1), we have nt . . . nh = c.rnult(Ci)/ 
/H(K)/. Thus the product n, . . . n,, and hence h are determined (ni # 1 for 1 _< i I h, due 
to the fact that (j.i, pi) are distinguished pairs (1.2.1)-ii, (2.2.3)-iv). Since i., > 1 and ni f 1 
for 1 < i 5 h, (ml, n,), . . , (m,,, n,,) are the first h char. pairs of C( 1.2) and are hence 
determined. i., , , . . , i., are then also determined. Next we determine successively Phil, 
I1 = 1.,+,/n, . . . nh, ,iil = P~+~, &,, ,&, . . . . In view of the key lemma (2.4.8) (with k = h) 
L,,~ 1 and 1, can be determined (here we use the facts that n, = mult (Ci) and nl . . tz,, have 
already been determined). In view of (2.7.4) (with k = O)fi, = ph+ 1 can be determined (using 
the fact that ny = 1 H(K) I/dis determined (3.4.1)). Next in view of (2.4.8) (with k = h + 1) and 
then (2.7.4) (with k = 1) we can determine &,+2r &,, FL2 (in that order). Thus. through alternate 
application of the key lemma (2.4.8) and (2.7.4), all the distinguished pairs of < can be 
determined. q.e.d. 
Remark (5.4). In view ofremarks (3.4.2)-4and (2.8.3), it isclear that proposition (5.1) (and 
hence theorems (2.2.1), (2.2.4)) are also valid with the degenerate case included (see (2.1)). 
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APPENDIX 
Let A ou (resp. B 3 b) be a pure dimensional analytic set in an open U(resp. U’) in C”, [lo]. Let A, 
denote the germ of A at a. Let irc(A,), ire(A), ire,(A) be respectively the number of irreducible 
components of the germ A,, of A, of A which contains LI. Let A- denote the smooth part oF.4, i.e. A- 
= A-Sing(A). Then the irreducible components of A are the closures in U of the connected components 
of A- [IO, p. 1161. 
(A.l) If CJi c U (i = 1,2, . . . ) form a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of a, then irc(A,) 
= irc,(A n Ui) for i large enough (cf. [24, p. 1171). 
Prooj: Let k = irc(A,), then there is an open neighborhood V c U of n and analytic sets A,, . . , A, 
in Vinducing the irreducible components of A, and satisfying A n V = U A,[1 1, p. 871. If Cj = Vthen, 
by [ 11, p. 1021, A, n Uj, . , A, n Uj each has exactly one irreducible component containing a. Thus, 
among the irreducible components of A n CJj = u (Ai n Uj). exactly k of them contain the point a. 
I q.e.d. 
(A.2) The irreducible components of A x B are of the form Ai x Bj where A,(resp. B,) are the 
irreducible components of A(resp. of B). It follows that ire, x b( A x B) = irc,( A)irc,( B). 
Proof. SinceSing(A x B) = (Sing(A) x B) u (A x Sing(B)). (A x B)- = A- x B-. Misaconnected 
component of (A x B)- which contains a x b iff 1M = M, x Ms where Mi (resp. ‘M2) is a connected 
component of A- (resp. B-) whose closure contains a (resp. b). q.e.d. 
We refer to [22, p. 1143 for a discussion of local fundamental group (resp. homotopy type) of Lr - A 
at (I and for when V- A ( V is a neighborhood of a) represents the local homotopy type of C-- A at a. 
(A.3) If B is smooth at b then the local fundamental group of U x B - A x Bat a x b is isomorphic 
to the local fundamental group of U-A at a. 
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I2 ProojI Let D,(a) = (XE C”: $ / x, -a,, I ~1. Choose E, E’ small enough so that D = D,(a) = L. D’ 
=D,.(b) c L’ and B n D’ is contractible. By the conic structure theorem [S, p. 581, [23], D-A represents 
the local homotopy type of c - A at a and D x (B A D’) - A x B represents that of C x B - A x Bat a 
x b ifs, ~‘are small enough (the latter uses Durfee’s result [7. p. 5261). Since xi (D x (B n D’) - A x B, x 
x b) 2 nl (D - A, x), the assertion follows. 
q.e.d. 
Assume now that there is a homeomorphism h between (LT, A, a) and (V’. B. b). 
(A.4) The irreducible components of A are mapped in a one-to-one fashion (by h) onto the 
irreducible components of B[9. p. 1721. Thus irc,A = irc,B. By (A.l) irc(A,) = irc(B,). 
(A.5) Wing(A)) = Sing(B) if A, B are hypersurfaces, see [3, p. 1143, [ 14, p. 2611. 
(A.6) The local fundamental groups of c - A at a and of U ’ - Bat b are isomorphic. ( Just observe 
that if V - A represents the local homotopy type of c - A at a then h(V) - B = h(V - A) represents the 
local homotopy type of L’- B at b.) 
(A.7)Hi(An?D)-H,(BnSD’)for s. E’ small enough. (D, D’ as in the proof of (A.3). H, is the i-th 
homology group. S = “boundary of”.) 
Proof: Use the conic structure theorem and the “squeeze” argument in [15, p. 1773, [22, p. 11-l). 
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